
 

Billing item setup – POS item 

Add POS item Category at Master > POS item > Category 

 

 

 

 

Category is used to group POS item. 

Sub-categories can be added and there is 

no limitation on the number of  levels. 

Press <Show POS item> to display all 

POS item under the categories. 

Press <New POS item category> to add the first level of  category. 

Select if  the category contains POS item or sub-category 

Input Name and Description,  

then press <Submit> to create a 

new POS item category. 



 

 

 
 
 

 

 

Press category name to view the category details 

Authorized user can edit and delete category. 

However, category including sub-category or 

POS item cannot be deleted. 

Press to add a new sub-category. 

Press arrow to go 

to previous level 

Can select to view 

another category 

Press sub-category to view 

the next level. 



 

Add POS item at Master > POS item > New 

 

 

 

Input POS item code, name and price.  

Select POS item category and press 

<Submit> to add POS item. 

Input other necessary information.  

System has no input control on other fields. 



 

 Code: It represents the POS item, and cannot be duplicated. It will be displayed on invoice. 

 Category: Groups for classifying POS item.  

 Name: Brief description of the POS item that will be displayed on invoice.  

 Description: Detailed description of the POS item that will not be displayed on invoice. 

 Division/Brand: Only for classification and analysis purpose. Press <New> to add new division/ brand. 

 Price: It includes list price, item discount and net price. User may input any list price; an amount deduction or a 

percentage discount are accepted for item discount and the net price will be calculated automatically by system. The 

three values will be displayed on invoice that authorised user can make appropriate amendments. 

 Discount period: Time range that item discount is effective and displayed on invoice. When invoice date is not 

included in discount period, item discount will not be displayed on invoice and net price will be equal to list price. 

 Launch period: Time range that the POS item is available for sale. 

 Status: The POS item is default as active. Active POS item can be sellable. If a POS item is ticked as inactive, 

inactive POS item will be not sellable. 



 

Search POS item at Master > POS item > Search 

 

 

 

Input search criteria, press 

<Submit> to search POS item. 

 

Authorized user can edit and delete POS item 
Press POS item code, category or name 

to view POS item details. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

POS item can be edited and deleted in POS item details 

Press <Shop> to select which shop 

the POS item can be sold at. 

Tick the shop then press <Submit>  



 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Press here to add volume discount 

If  there are more than one code for the POS 

item, you can input them as SKU.  

Input SKU and Press <Submit>. 

SKU can be inputted at invoice and system will change it 

into POS item code automatically. 

SKU cannot be duplicated with any item codes. 

Input quantity and unit discount/total discount, 

then press <Add> to add to volume discount list. 

Can input more than one volume discounts. 


